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Motivation
• Theory of the firm: transaction costs and incomplete

contracts determine firm boundaries
ØJoint production suboptimal due to holdups
(Grossman-Hart-Moore model)

• Culture can be an implicit incentive-alignment

mechanism (Kreps 1990, Cremer 1993, Lazear,
1995, Hermalin 2001), at times more efficient than
explicit contracts (Gorton and Zentefis 2020)
• Induce coordination under incomplete contracting
• Unforeseeable contingencies
• Selecting from multiple equilibria
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Research framework
• Cultural determinants of firm (organizational and physical)

boundaries

Ø“we define culture as those customary beliefs and values that …

transmit fairly unchanged from generation to generation.” (Guiso et al.
2006)
Øemerging literature on historical immigration as the seed for people’s
values and preferences today (e.g., Giuliano and Tabellini 2020)
ØU.S. instead of international setting: effectively controls for other
institutional differences, with historical immigration capturing the deep
root of cultural differences within the U.S.
• The role of stakeholders’ ancestral connections in business

alliances:

• Partnering decision
• Location decision
• Performance
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Analysis roadmap
•

Ancestral connections between different areas in the U.S.
transmit ideological shocks

•

The effect of ancestral connection on alliance formation
• State/county/city-pair-level analysis
• Partner-pair-level analysis

•

Identification: ancestral connection determined by
historical immigration
• Shift-share instrument, exploiting immigration to U.S. cities induced

by WWI and the Immigration Acts of the 1920s
•

The effect of ancestral connection on location decision (of
the new venture)

•

Market reaction
• Stakeholders (e.g., key inventors) vs. corporate leaders
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Ancestral distance measure
• 1980 Census data with 138 ancestry group categories

(robustness using 10 broader ancestry groups)
• The fraction of the population in each group
• A vector (x1, x2, …, x138) of ancestral fractions for each
place (state, county, or city)
• Ancestral Distance is the Manhattan (L1) distance
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• Ancestral Connection = 2 – Ancestral Distance
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Ideology Transmission Through Ancestral Connection
• Finance literature: political ideology in determining many corporate and
portfolio decisions (e.g., Di Giuli and Kostovetsky 2014; Cookson et al. 2021)
• Economic literature: ancestral origin has long lasting impact on American
political ideology today (Giuliano and Tabellini 2020)
• Political literature: Sinclair as a shock to local political ideology (Martin and
McCrain 2018)
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Heat map of corporate alliance and
ancestral connection
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Ancestral distance and alliance formation, state-pair level

1-std decrease in two states’ ancestral
distance associated with an increase of 0.12
alliances, similar to bordering effect
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“Leave out” version of the shift-share instrument

• Fraction of immigrants (Z) from a sending country (j) to a U.S. city (c),
from1920 to 1930 (t) à ancestral vector to calculate city-pair level distance
• Apportion migration flows (O) from j, induced by WWI and The Immigration
Acts of 1920s, net of those eventually settled in c (-M)
• Immigrants’ location decision during this period follows pre-existing
settlement patterns in 1900 (
; see Stuart and Taylor 2012)
• City-specific characteristics that determined
didn’t affect subsequent
local economic development (Tabellini 2020)
• Instead, the gradual expansion of the railway network during the second
half of the nineteenth century combined with staggered timing of
immigration from different j shaped
(Sequeira et al. 2020)
• This instrument captures the supply-push component of the historical
immigrant inflows, independent of local demand shocks (e.g., economic
conditions in the 1920s and 1930s)
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• City FEs combined with State-pair FEs absorb many potential omitted
variable (e.g., tax)
• Stable coefficients, unaffected by (insignificant) controls
• Limited sample with historical data
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Partner-pair-level analysis:
actual vs. counterfactual

• Ancestral distance negatively correlated with the probability of forming
alliance
• Especially in industries that require relationship-specific investments
(Nunn 2007), thus more subject to the hold-up problem
• Counter-factual partners selected on size and industry (or additional
entropy balancing on firm characteristics)
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In- vs. out-of-state new venture location

• The decision to locate the new alliance in the same state (or not)
as one of the partners (when both partners are not in the same
state) depends on the ancestral distance between the partners
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Predicting out-of-state new venture location
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Ancestral distance and announcement returns
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Ancestral distance between inventors

Infer inventors’ ancestral
origins based on their names
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Ancestral distance and social connections between
corporate leaders
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• Location- or inventor-based ancestral distance not attenuated by,
and distinct from leadership effects
• Leadership social ties have an opposite, negative effect
• Robust to additional firm controls
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Conclusion
•

Ancestral connection plays a substantial role in firms’
partnering and location decisions, and affects the
performance of the alliance
• Stakeholder channel, distinct from corporate leader channel

•

(Supply-push component of) historical immigration as a
deep cultural root that mitigates holdups through
incentive-alignment

•

Ancestral divide may contribute to corporate segmentation
in the US
• Be mindful of cultural frictions in business alliances; promote

inclusive culture within organizations and with potential partners

